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I Introduction and Background

Popular Participation paradigm in development process

is part of the current thrust of economic planning in most

developing countries. It is considered as an essential pre

requisite of and a cornerstone of human-centred, self-reliant

and self-sustaining development. It is a means to transfer

some development functions including planning, designing

and implementing and responsibilities from central govern

ment to voluntary, private or non-governmental institutions

and local community groups.

The African Charter for Poplar Participation in Develop

ment adopted by participants of the International Conference

on Popular Participation in the recovery and Development of

Africa in 1990 emphasized the role of grass-roots organiz

ations, Popular Development Organizations (PDOs) and the

governments in the following terms: "Effective dialogue

between governments, PDOs and grassroots organizations is

essential and valuable....and national fora be established to

enable honest and open dialogue between African govern

ments, grass-roots organizations and PDOs so that the

experience of the grass-roots participatory development

informs national policy-making."

With the view to implementing the goals outlined

above, the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa's

programme for promoting Popular Participation in Develop

ment in conjunction with Friends of the Earth - Ghana

organized a national policy workshop on the theme "The Role

of Popular Development Organizations in Promoting

Sustainable Development in Ghana."

The objectives of the workshop were:

• to assess the roles played by popular develop

ment organizations and community groups in

promoting sustainable development in Ghana.



• to explore ways bay which the role of poplar

development organizations be strengthened and

effective grassroots participation in the develop

ment process be effected.

• find ways by which interaction between Popular

Development Organizations and various tiers of

government be made more productive in the

design, implementation and evaluation of devel

opment programmes and efforts.

• to study how cooperation between Popular

Development Organizations in the country can

be encouraged and exchange of information

and experience be made more efficient.

The three day workshop was held at Teacher's Hall,

Accra and was attended by over thirty five representatives of

indigenous agencies and pertinent government officials. In

addition, ten community representatives from various localities

were invited to share their experiences of development

initiatives on their own areas. The forty-five participants were

carefully selected to represent a cross-section of the indigen

ous NGO community in Ghana and to include key government

functionaries who have close working relationship with NGOs

and community groups. The workshop was officially opened

by His excellency Mr. D.S. Boateng, Minister of Employment

and Social Welfare of Ghana. In delivering his opening

statement, the Minister expressed his and his government's

deep appreciation of the invaluable role NGOs have played

and continue to play in the development effort of the nation

and conveyed the government's firm conviction that NGOs are

indispensable partners in the development effort.

He indicated that his Ministry, which is entrusted with

oversight and coordination activities, stands ready to assist

NGOs in the implementation of their programmes and to

ensure full cooperation from the government bureaucracy. He



reiterated his ministry's assistance in the areas of registration

and incorporation of NGOs, granting of tax exemptions

provisions of employment and job quotas, and issuing

residence and work permits for foreign voluntaries who come

to Ghana to work with local NGOs. However, he went on to

note that, NGOs should ensure the government that they are

continuing with the aims, objectives and programmes of

activities for which they are established. They should do

away with petty rivalry and undue competition and concen

trate on the purpose for which they are formed.

He concluded his remark by assuring the participants

that the government will not interfere with the NGO develop

ment efforts and will continue to cooperate with NGOs in

pursuit of sustainable development goals.

His Excellency the Minister's address was followed by

a welcoming speech by Dr. B. W. Garbrah, Chairman of the

Board of Directors of Friends of the Earth-Ghana. Dr.

Garbrah expressed delight on his behalf and on behalf of the

Board of Directors of FOE-Ghana in being able to collaborate

with UNECA in organizing this important and timely workshop

in Ghana.

He noted that this workshop is of vital importance to

the Ghanaian NGO community as it provides opportunities for

sharing ideas and experience and make possible for positive

cooperation and collaboration among them. He asserted that

a well-informed and united NGO community could be a

powerful force for change and it's voices will be respected

and listened to carefully at national policy deliberations. He

urged the NGO community to come together and cooperate

more in areas of operational activities and policy advocacy.

He warned against the increasing dependence of Ghanaian

NGOs on external funding and urged them to aspire to



become self-reliant and began to mobilize and utilize local

resources and talent.

Dr. Garbrah closed his statement by thanking alt the

NGOs who took time out of their busy schedule to attend this

workshop and appealed to the participants to vigorously

pursue any follow up actions that may emerge from the three

day deliberations.

Dr. Getachew Demeke, the UNECA project coordinator,

and workshop facilitator, gave some introductory remark on

the organization of the workshop and welcomed participants

on behalf of the Executive Secretary of the UNECA. After

outlining the objectives of the workshop, he invited partici

pants to have candid and open discussions on the important

issues of the agenda.



Session I

II The Reformed Planning System and the

Role of NGO's in Sustainable Development

Brief background presentation was made by Mr. Kwasi

Boakye Boateng regarding the history of Development

Planning in Ghana and the reform effort that is underway at

the National Development Planning Commission. He began

his presentation by retiring Ghana's long history of planning,

which started in the colonial period during which Governor

Guggisbert produced the first ever national plan in 1919. In

1951 during the period of limited self government, "the 1951 -

61" plan was prepared but was replaced with a more

ambitious Five Year Plan for 1951-56. He noted that an

essential feature of these plans particularly those dating pre-

independence were that they were all of "shopping list" variety

and comprised unrelated departmental programmes.

However, since independence there had been a

number of development plans including The 1959-64 Econ

omic Plan, the 1963 - 70 Plan, the Two Year 1971/72 plan

prepared by an ad hoc group of experts drawn from both

public and private sectors.

Dr. Boateng stated that many of these plans had

serious defects. Among the defects he cited were:

over centralization and top down decision mak

ing;

no effective devolution of power;

compartmentaiisation of the bureaucracy;

a regulatory rather than a promotional posture

by the public sector;



lack of comprehensiveness in approach with

inadequate emphasis on human development

and structural change;

a failure to identify development objectives as a

means of ensuring related and mutually reinforc

ing sectoral strategies;

• failure to exploit the common interest of the

public and private sector in nation building and

development; and

inadequate interaction between political and

public service level decision makers during

development policy formulation.

These defects, he noted, coupled with unstable political

climate had drawn Ghana into a state of economic, social and

physical decline.

Dr. Boateng indicated that, with the assumption of

power of the PNDC government, there was stock taking and

that new policies to stem and reverse the steady decline was

initiated. The Government adoption of the Economic Recov

ery Programme in 1983, according to Dr. Boateng, resulted in

the following structural reforms of the development Planning

System in Ghana.

iiberalization of the economy;

• decentralization and devolution of power from

the centre;

restructuring and upgrading of the public admin

istrative system;

reform of the development decision making; and

democratization.

He urged participants to note that these reforms

address most of the characteristic defects of the old planning

system and that the new planning system draws heavily upon



the concepts of decentralization, devolution of power, democ

ratization of decision making, liberalization of the economy

and restructuring of the public service.

As NGO's and as individuals, he told the participants

that they have a major role to play in the sustainable develop

ment of the country as an enabling environment has been

created for participation in the development planning and

decision making system. NGOs now have the opportunity to

examine district plans and synthesize them with their own

development objectives and offer the necessary development

assistance. He challenged NGOs to educate themselves

through seminars and workshops and to conscientize mem

bers of the NGO community about their responsibilities in the

New Planning System. He noted that, both the 25 year

National Development Policy Framework and the Presidential

Report on Co-ordinated Programme of Economic and Social

Development Policies have major objectives of promoting

participation of the people in the process. He stated these

objectives as:

• the promotion of community participation as an

integral part of decision making, particularly on

development.

• creating an enabling environment, at each level

of administration and that actively supports the

private sector, including NGO's community

groups and individuals to play their part in

nation building.

He concluded his presentation by urging NGOs to take

advantage of the opportunities created by the government so

that the objectives of attaining a sustainable development can

be achieved.



Dr Boateng's presentation generated a great deal of

debate regarding the openness of the development planning

process in Ghana. Nearly all of the NGO representatives

indicated that they have no Knowledge of the new reformed

planning system and its provisions for participation and

involvement of civic groups. The majority of the participants

still viewed the planning process as closed technocratic

exercise restricted to high level bureaucrats and personnel of

multi-lateral donor agencies. Some, in fact, questioned the

very assertion that the process was open to popular input.

They argued that much of the major directions and fundamen

tal tents of the plan are set by the donor community and that

there was very little room for input from any group.

After extensive exchange, participants agreed that one

of the major problems is lack of communication between the

NGO community and the government bureaucracy. There is

no direct channel by which NGOs get information on govern

ment's development initiatives and with the collapse of the

Ghanian Association of Private Voluntary Organizations for

Development (GAPVOD) there is no common forum where

NGOs and people's organizations can discuss government's

policies and programmes and make their policy choices and

preferences known, it was agreed that the revivai of GAPVO-

D was necessary if NGOs are to have access to government

information and play a role in the planning process.

Session II

Ml The African Charter for Popular Participation

in Development

Following Mr. Boateng, Dr. Demeke made a presenta

tion on the African Charter for Popular Participation in

Development. After giving a brief historical account of the
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historic gathering that produced African Charter for Popular

Participation in Development, he went on to state the import

ance of the Charter as ai% African initiative to identify African

solutions to African problems. He asserted that the Charter

was an attempt for a redefinition of relationship between

African governments and their societies and is an effort to

create a new era in which people have a central role in their

development.

Dr. Demeke delineated the actions that are required by

people and their organizations to achieve the objectives

enshrined in the Charter. Among the necessary actions he

cited are:

• African NGOs and their partners should be fully

participatory, democratic and accountable.

• African NGOs should develop and/or strengthen

institutional structures at the regional sub-

regional and national levels, such as FAVDO, to

bring them together.

• African NGOs should broaden the dissemination

of successful African popular participation and

grass-root experiences throughout the continent

and the exchange of experience thereon to

create a multiplier effect and sensitize policy

makers.

• Co-operation and dialogue between African and

Non-African NGOs should be strengthened to

increase the effectiveness of their interventions

at the community level and the building of

greater understanding on the part of interna

tional public opinion of the real causes of the

African socio-economic crisis and the actions

that are needed to deal with its root causes.

• African NGOs should, in addition to their tradi

tional humanitarian activities, increasingly pro-



vide support for the productive capacities of the

African poor and for promoting environmentally

sound patterns of local development.

In presenting these necessary actions, Dr. Demeke

highlighted that NGOs and People's organizations have an

important and determining role in initiating and realizing

participatory development processes in the country and

implementing the major tents of the Charter.

In the subsequent discussions, concern was raised

about the dissemination of the Charter and the fact that few

representatives of the NGO community knew about the

existence of Charter. While the Ghanian NGO community

has sent delegation to the Arusha International Conference on

Popular Participation, the outcome of the conference was not

known to the people and the Charter had not been dissemi

nated to the community. Internalizing the articles of the

Charter was stressed by many participants as a first step in

promoting participatory development process.

Overall participants felt that, major strides have been

made since 1983 in realizing some of the provisions of the

Charter. The government had created more structures and

institutions, aimed at decentralization of development deci

sion-making and enhancing popular participation at the

grassroots level. While there is visible presence of govern

ment institutions entrusted with enhancing popular participa

tion, their level of effectiveness was questioned by many

participants. It was the feeling of many participants that these

institutions do more talking than acting and that there is little

to show on the ground about the fulfilment of their set goals

and objectives. It is therefore suggested that NGOs and

people's organizations should start monitoring the implemen

tation of government directives to ensure the involvement of

people in the grassroots level and encourage local organiz-
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ations to take more active part in local development initiatives.

It was noted that there is need to build on the progressive

development and positive reforms achieved in the past ten

years.

Session MI

IV Enhancing Dialogue and Cooperation

between the NGO Community and the Government

of Ghana

According to the briefing paper prepared for the

workshop, there are about 300 indigenous NGOs and

community development groups working in various sectors

around the country. While most of the rural based NGOs are

engaged in agricultural projects, and overall socio- economic

developments, many of the urban based NGOs concentrate

on public awareness programmes and policy advocacy.

Ghana is said to be unique in that unlike many African

countries, its NGO community is truly indigenous and had its

origins in traditional structures of villages and community self-

help groups. And this rootedness in the endogenous com

munity gives them legitimacy and credibility among the

grassroots and easy access and acceptability in the villages.

In regard to relations with state agencies, NGOs are

generally believed to have a good and cooperative working

relationship. The one area of concern voiced by participants

was that NGOs are often given plans to implement rather than

asked to participate in the design and formulations of these

plans. As such, these plans lack divergent perspectives on

issues and inputs from community groups and NGOs. Also,

it was noted that there is an over reliance on government

agencies and departments for the implementation of some of

the development projects. Many activities that could be
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efficiently and effectively undertaken by NGOs and commun

ity groups are still implemented by government agencies. The

environmental protection programme is cited as an example

where NGOs and community groups could have played a

more prominent role and eased the burden on the National

Environmental Protection Council. Participants urged that

government start relying more on NGOs on the implementa

tion of some of the local projects as they are more in touch

and have easier access to grassroot communities.

It was noted that there is still some mistrust and

hostility between NGOs dealing with human rights issues and

advocacy activities on one hand and government on the

other. While hostility has begun to subside as a result of the

prevailing democratic atmosphere in the country, there is still

room for improvement of relations between the two parties.

The government must tolerate the activities of these organiz

ations even if they are at times critical and embarrassing to

the government These groups should be allowed to carry out

their activities as long as they remain within the law as

promulgated by the government itself. It was suggested that

dialogue be initiated between government and NGOs regard

ing the legal limits of advocacy and campaign on sensitive

political issues.

Participants also noted that since 1983 Ghana has

achieved a remarkable success in reversing the process of

economic decline through the Economic Recovery Pro

gramme. However, this success is largely due to foreign aid

and export of primary products. The present strength of the

economy derives principally from export earnings in agricul

ture, mining and forestry. This pattern of growth is not only

environmentally costly but also undermines food crop and

livestock production which must continue to grow at an

accelerated rate in order to feed a population of 15 million

people, growing at 3 percent per annum.
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These patterns of development is also very constrain

ing with respect to environmental sustainability. Intensive use

of Savanna land through high-import irrigation, and extensive

use of grazing and cropping on marginal lands are helping to

create massive problems of soil and water degradation and

even desertification. Ghana's rich forests and wildlife

resources are rapidly diminishing, notwithstanding the pockets

of small NGO projects, and may in fact disappear entirely if.

their management is not drastically improved. Water and

mineral resources development projects bring in their wake

problems of unsustainable development with attendant

environmentally related diseases and social disruption.

It was the feeling of many participants that a national

dialogue regarding the nature and directive of recent develop

ment needs to be initiated between the NGO community and

the government. NGO are better placed to inform govern

ment about the impact and consequences of this pattern of

growth on the grassroots. Participants voiced the fear that

government is merely looking at the improvements of some

macro-economic indicators and now taking into account the

long-term environmental effect and the social disruptions

caused to people.

Session IV

V Recommendations and Common Agendas of

the NGO Community

As a result of the three days consultations and deliber

ations the following suggestions and recommendations were

made by the participants.

NGOs need to develop skills and techniques in

policy analysis, persuasion and negotiation.

They should study and understand the differ-

13



ence interest groups that exist in every field of

policy and evolve strategies to deal with them,

they should avoid confrontation and paper wars

with official agencies which lead to waste and

destruction.

• There is the need to develop alternatives to the

existing government systems for delivering

resources to the neglected poor. When NGOs

have implemented and retired such alternatives,

(and see that they are realistic), they must be

introduced to government policy-makers with the

intention of having them integrated into

reformed government programmes which make

their demonstrated benefits more widespread.

NGOs will have to constitute themselves into

formidable pressure groups that will persuade

governments in pragmatic manner to modify

programme by identifying inconsistencies in

government policies and doing research into

alternative ways of solving problems, act differ

ently and to help create political space by

introducing ideas, building relationships and

looking for points of common interest between

governments and NGOs.

Promoting the economic social and managerial

empowerment of women.

Cooperation in the acting implementation of the

African Charter for Popular Participation in

Ghana.

For the NGOs to get involved in this kind of activity

requires the following:

Register and prepare development plans and to

make such plans available to government.

14



They should have co-ordinating unit which

monitor the activities and budget of all NGOs.

They should organize policy seminars and invite

politicians and policy-makers to address them.

Rebuild and strengthen the NGO consortium

organization GAPVOD.

PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE SYSTEM

OF DEVELOPMENT

The role of NGOs in further enhancing their activities

in sustainable system of development should be primarily an

indirect one. They should concentrate on building the

confidence of the rural people to find independence solutions

to their problems. The factors that make the pres

ence/activities of NGOs and their advice more acceptable to

the indigenous people than those of the government agents

are the more people-centred working approach and a more

apparent empathy with people's problems and need. They

should therefore concentrate and cultivate programme in:

the advocacy of the rights of the neglected

people;

community mobilization and organization;

capacity building and skill development;

participatory and action-oriented research and

extension;

provision of access to resources; and

• provision of linkages and communication among

them and between them and the government.

A way forward into achieving these objectives involves

the following elements:

15



improving the capabilities of NGOs so that they

can work at the macro-level without losing the

qualities which made their work important at the

micro-level;

developing a climate of opinion in government

and the country at large, in which the NGO's

ideas can be well received. The call for educat

ing governments about NGOs and the import

ance of their work by a sensitive approach to

the right people at the right time with the inten

tion of getting government to adopt some of the

NGO's methods on board and make them

official policy; and

research into alternative policy models within

which the NGO's idea could work and if poss

ible graft them into government initiative.
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ANNEX 1

Text of Opening Statements by:

Dr. B. W. Garbrah

Chairman of the Board of

Directors of Friends of the

Earth-Ghana

H.E. D. S. Boateng

Minister of Employment

and Social Welfare of

Ghana
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Opening Statement by Dr. B. W. Garbrah

Distinguished Guest,

Participants,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am very happy on behalf of the sponsors to welcome

all of you to this very important workshop, which I believe is

the second of its kind to be held in Ghana. I want to believe

that it will not be the last.

In 1982 when I was with the Environmental Protection

Council (EPC), we took advantage of the World Environment

Day celebration to launch a national Tree Planting Programme

for schools. In our preparation for the launching, we found

that we needed to replace the badly worn out tyres of the only

vehicle we had which we had to use to go and bring coconut

fruits from Bortianor village. We wanted to serve the school

children and our guests coconut as a refreshment during the

launching of the Tree Planting Programme. I approached the

Marketing Manager of Bonsa Tyres for assistance, and in the

course of my discussion with him, he asked to know what the

functions of EPC were.

I decided that I should start from something which, I

imagined, he could readily appreciate. So I started talking

about the Tree Planting Programme for schools. To my utter

surprise he did not allow me to get any far. Suddenly he

yelled at me, "This is one of the things which annoys me,

"This is one of the things which annoys me. We are in the

tropics and you talk about tree planting!"

This was a man whose daily bread depended on a tree

- The Rubber Tree.
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I think that you will agree with me that today many

Ghanaians know better than this, even though there is much

room for the education of people at all levels on environ

mental issues.

Sustainable development or eco-development is an

environmental issue and will be achieved if we all develop the

right attitudes towards environment issues. In fact, I will go

further and suggest that environmental protection is a way of

life - that way of life which makes us automatically consider

sustain ability in development planning and execution at all

levels. Since environmental NGOs normally operate in

communities, they have a tremendous potential and opportun

ity to help develop the needed right attitudes.

In 1978 I was given the opportunity by U.S. Aid to

familiarize myself with environmental programmes and

activities in a number of states in the U.S. This enabled me

to meet many NGOs at their offices, laboratories and working

in the field routinely or carrying out research.

As it happened, during my visit there was an interest

ing, indeed sensational case in court. An NGO had applied

to the court seeking the court's order to stop the completion

of a dam on a river which was to provide electricity because

the completion of the dam would make extinct a small, fish,

only a few inches long, which lived in a certain part of the

river.

The case of the NGO was that while the dam was

being constructed, its ecologists had observed that this rare

fish was sessile. In other words it lived in a very narrow

stretch of the river where environmental conditions were.just

right for its survival, and that was why it could not be found in

any other part of the river. The ecologists had also observed
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that if the dam was completed, the habitat of the rare fish

would so change that it could not survive.

The claim of the NGO was strongly contested in court.

In the end the court decided in favour of the NGO and placed

an embargo on the completion of the dam.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I have referred to this case to

indicate how powerful a well informed environmental NGO can

be even in our country. Pronouncements of NGOs will be

respected and carry weight if they have a sound professional

in scientific basis.

Considering the obvious limitations of human and

financial resources of NGOs, I think that meetings like this

workshop which provide opportunities for sharing ideas and

experiences are very important. I also think that NGOs

should go beyond sharing ideas and consider possibilities for

positive co-operation and even joint programmes in appropri

ate cases.

Perhaps other issues we need consider include the

strengthening of the NGOs in order to reduce their depend

ence on external donors, co-operation with NGOs in neigh

bouring countries and the publication of a simple, affordable

and instructive newsletter or magazine on the environment.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I am sure that we are aware of

the Ghana Environmental Action Plan which has been

published by EPC in two volumes. It is a publication which is

not only very instructive but also provides clearly the frame

work within which NGOs can operate to help ensure

sustainable development.

Finally, I wish to thank al! NGOs who are participating

in this workshop, and as I said earlier, I hope that this will not

20



be the last of its kind. 1 also hope that any follow-up actions
that may emerge from the workshop will be vigorously

pursued.

Thank you. You are welcome.
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Opening Statement by Mr. D. S. Boateng

Mr. Chairman,

Distinguished Guests,

Participants,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Member of the Press,

I feel happy and grateful for the opportunity

offered me by the invitation to deliver the Key-note address at

this Workshop on the Role of NGOs in Promoting Sustainable

Development.

My happiness and gratitude stem from an ardent desire

for a public platform such as this occasion to express the

deep appreciation of my Ministry and indeed the Government

for the invaluable role NGOs have played and continue to

play in the development effort of our nation.

If development means growth and progress in every

aspect of life - economic, social, political, physical, cultural

and technological advancement then I see sustainable

development as the situation in which advancement in all

areas of human activity continues to be ensured through the

institution of on-going measures and activities.

Given this scenario Non-governmental Organizations in

this country have been and continue to be part and parcel of

the nation's development effort. Indeed, they are indispens

able partners in the development process.

As at now there are about four hundred of bodies in

Ghana. About forty of these bodies are "foreign", "overseas"

or non-Ghanaian while the rest are purely "Ghanaian", "local"
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or "indigenous" ones. The Ghanaian or local ones are further

sub-divided into "national" or community-based ones.

The two main types of NGOs operating in Ghana have

the same objective of faciiitating and ensuring socio-economic

development of or in Ghana. They, therefore, operate in

different fields or sectors like education, health/medicine,

community or rural development, physical rehabilitation,

women, children, the aged or the elderly, environmental

protection, drug and substance abuse, housing, sanitation and

water development and supplies, vocational skills, managerial

assistance, agriculture, religion, relief or poverty alleviation or

benevolence, welfare, human rights etc.

The government of Ghana has recognized the invalu

able role of NGOs in Ghana especially in the rural areas and

for the urban poor and most especially women, children and

the elderly. It, therefore, highly appreciates the role being

played by NGOs and is doing everything in its power to

mobilize NGOs for effective collaboration and co-operation.

This mobilization takes the form of giving recognition to these

private voluntary bodies by issuing them with certificates when

they are "Ghanaian" or indigenous ones or entering into easy-

to-implement agreements when they are "foreign" of Non-

Ghanaian. Before recognition is given to a Ghanaian private

voluntary organization such a body has to fulfil the following

conditions or criteria:

Possessing a workable constitution and bye-

laws.

Having registered with the Registrar-General's

department under the Companies Code (Act.

175 of 1960) as a company by guarantee, that

is, a body which is non-profit, distributive and

which thus has the status of being- a body to

sue and to be sued.
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Having satisfactory of fully answered a question

naire by the Department of Social Welfare which

has national responsibility to deal with all private

voluntary organisations operating in Ghana.

Have or having a written approval or concur

rence from the Government Ministry, Depart

ment or Agency which has national responsibil

ity for the field or sector in which the said pri

vate voluntary organization intends to operate,

and

Have or having submitted in support any bro

chure or reading material relevant to its applica

tion. In addition to the foregoing conditions it is

also very necessary that such a private volun

tary organization has the following features or

characteristics namely (1) being private (2)

being voluntary (3) being non-partisan or non-

party political (4) being non-profit making but (5)

being development-oriented, that is, seeking the

welfare of individuals, families, groups, com

munities or neighbourhoods.

After formal recognition and registration government

ensures that it comes to the aid of such organizations by

granting them tax exemptions on gifts or donations which

come from outside the country to assist them in the imple

mentation of their programmes. Government also issues free

multiple re-entry visas to foreign volunteers or employees of

such bodies. Government again grants job/employment quota

to such registered bodies as well as issuing their foreign

volunteers or employees resident permits to allow them

temporary stay in the country.

In order to sustain the roles of NGOs in developing

Ghana the government seeks mutual acceptance of monitor

ing the programmes, projects or activities of such NGOs as
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well as ensuring that NGOs do not cluster in only chosen

areas whose development will go on unimpeded while a

greater part of the country remains undeveloped, that is,

government ensures that through and in co-operation with

NGOs development in the country becomes even or equi

table. This is ensured by government suggesting to NGOs in

which areas they could operate.

The foregoing policies and procedures for recognizing

and registering NGOs in Ghana are good and laudable but

there are a few areas in which the nation will have to ensure

that once a body is recognized and registered it continues

with the aims, objectives and programmes of activities for

which it was accepted. Networks or coalitions may be formed

so that development may be faster and sustainable. Again

the formation of networks should do away with rivalry or

undue competition between bodies operating in the same field

or sectors. There is also the need for all NGOs to permit the

liaison agency, that is, the Department of Social Welfare

occasional oversight responsibility over their activities.

Foreign or overseas NGOs may adopt or liaise with local

NGOs operating in the same field by helping them through

capacity building programmes as well as occasional pro

gramme sponsorships so that all NGOs may be seen as

viable, vibrant or energetic partners in development with the

government for the Government recognizes NGOs as partners

in development

Mr. Chairman,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

NGOs in Ghana are doing very well in their socio-

economic development effort of our country but I strongly feel

and believe that much more could be achieved if personal

animosities and rivalry could be reduced or removed.
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Mr. Chairman,

I wish to assure you that Government will not want to

interfere with the day to day administration and activities of

NGOs but I would also like to warn that Government will not

feel unconcerned when members of NGOs are seen to be at

loggerheads with each after fighting over positions or side

stepping the by-laws, rules or regulations and the constitution

of the NGO. 1 need hardly remark the deleterious effects of

such situations and it is the beneficiaries or the nation that

suffers and it defeats the purpose for which the groups was

formed. Government will not hesitate to take appropriate

action in such situations and I would like to hope that no NGO

gives us cause to take such action.

I wish to take this opportunity to assure all NGOs of

our continued co-operation and collaboration of my Ministry

and indeed that of Government in the pursuit of your goals

and objectives and I wish you fruitful discussion at this

Workshop and permit me also to take advantage of the

occasion to wish you in advance Merry X-Mas and a Happy

New Year.

Thank you.
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ANNEX II

PROGRAMME

ECA's/FOE National Workshop on the Role of Popular

Development Organizations in Promoting Sustainable

Development in Ghana

Venue: Ghana Teachers' Hall

Date: 1-3 December, 1994
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Thursday, 1 December 1994

09:00 - 09:30 Registration

09:30 -10:30 Opening Session

Introduction of

Chairperson

Welcome address by

Dr. (Rev.) B.W. Garbrah

Chairman of Friends of the

Earth)

Statement from GAPVOD

Statement from UNECA

Keynote address

(Minister of Employment

and Social Welfare)

10:30 - 10:45 Tea Break/Refreshments

10:45-11:30 Session I: The Reformed

Planning System and the Role

of NGOs in Sustainable Devel

opment, Mr. Kwasi Boakye

Boateng, National Development

Planning Commission Ghana.

11:30 -12:00 Presentation: The Charter for

Popular Participation Implica

tions for the Role of PDOs and

Government (Dr. Getachew

Demeke, UNECA)
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12:00 -12:30 Assessment of Popular Partici

pation in the Formulation and

Implementation of Development

Policies and Programmes in

Ghana (Mr. Theo Anderson,

Director FOE-Ghana)

12:30 -14:00 Lunch Break

Session II: Government PDOs

Relations Panel

14:00-14:30 Presentation: Enhancing Dia

logue, Co-operation and Inter

face Between NGOs and Gov

ernment (Dr. Boakye Boateng -

National Development Planning

Commission, Dr. Steve Tonah -

CCPD)

14:30 - 15:30 Plenary Discussion

15:30 - 16:30 Group Discussion

16:30 -16:45 Tea Break

16:45 -18:00 Group Discussions continue

Friday, 2 December 1994

Session III: Effectiveness of

Popular Development Organiz

ations
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09:00 - 09:20 Presentation: Towards Effec

tive Co-ordination of NGOs in

Ghana (Ms. Adisa Yakubu)

19:20 -10:20 Plenary Discussion

10:20-10:30 Tea Break

10:30 - 12:30 Group Discussion

12:30- 14:00 Lunch

14:00 - 16:00 Drafting of Resolution

16:00-17:00 Presentation and Adoption of

Resolution

Saturday, 3 December 1994 (Optional)

09:00 -12:00 Discussions on Follow-up Activ

ities , and Implementation Strat

egies for Grassroot Action

12:30 - 14:00 Lunch

14:30 - 17:00 Field Visits/Strategy Meeting for

FOE Local Groups
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ANNEX 111

List of Participants

Dr. Getachew Demeke

UNECA

Hon. F. Bortsie Ansah

Member of parliament

Mr. Mike Mensah

Ministry of Local Government

Hon. Akayegri Azitariaga

Member of parliament

Mr. Kofi Adu

Department of Social Welfare

Dr. B.W. Gabrah

Methodist Church, Ghana

Dr. Elizabeth Acheampong

University of Ghana

Dr. S.Q. Quartey

Global Environmental Facility of the

UNDP

Mr. Offei Asante Edward

Forestry School, Sunyani

Mr. Emmanuel K.K. Mensah

National Environmental

Organization (NENGO)

Mr. Peter Ossei Wusu

Forestry Department

Mr. Yaa Sarpong

Girl Guide Association

Mr. Bernice Dzikpor

Novishi Women's Organization

Mr. Theo Anderson

Friends of the Earth

Mr. Douglas F. Korsah-Brown

Friends of the Earth

Mr. K.A. Takyi Mensah

Land Economist (Consultant)

Mr. K. Amo Hombson

Public Administrator (Consultant)

Mr. Bala Ibrahim

Amasachina

Mr. Augusta Dakpui

Gawu Women Organization

Dr. Steve Tonah

Christian Council

(Devt. Dept.)

Ms. Adeline Adubah

AWEP

Mr. Lizzy Frimpong

ASAWA

Mrs. Agnes Beacham

CPCM/WAGTEC Accra

Mrs. Augustine

Quarshigah

Groots International
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Mr. Jacob Dadson

Friends of the Earth

Mr. Dennis Larbi Agyemfra

Friends of the Earth

Ms. Amybella Kotey

Christian Mothers Association

Ms. Christiana Nkrumah-

ASWIF

Ms. Adelaide Lucy Acquah

WWBG, Accra

Mr. G.K. Dan Yari

I.A.E. Accra

Dr. Boakye Boateng

National Development

Planning Committee

Mr. N. Owusu Takyi

Kumasi Institute for Tropical

Agriculture (KITA)

Mr. Bekoe Frimpong

Friends of the Earth

Mr. S.A. Tokpo-Ayikwe

Friends of the Earth

Mr. Agah Okwabi

Voluntary Work camp Association

Mr. E.K. Collison

Pokuasi Development Association

Mr. A.H. Damba

TIDA
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ANNEX IV

List of Documents

1. UNECA, The African Charter for Popular Participation

in Development, Arusha, 1990.

2. Assessment of Popular Participation in the Formulation

and Implementation of Development Programmes of

Ghana, 1994.
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